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Springer and McCrimmon have discussed the connection between the 
notions of “formalized inverse” and “unital quadratic Jordan algebra.” 
Springer’s approach is indeed somewhat differ-ent from McCrimmon’s, but the 
results are the same if the groundfield has characteristic not two. 
3IcCrimmon calls a triple (V,,j, e) consisting of a finite-dimensional vector 
space I *, a birational map j: V + I’, and an element e of V a t&al H-structure 
iff the following identities hold: 
j is inv-olutorial with fixed point e, homogeneous of 
da 
0-1 
gree -1, and P,(e) -- Irl, 
P,(x)? := x -j(j(x) + j(j(y) - x)), W) 
where P,(X) = P[2j(~)/Z~]-1. (For a rational mapg: I’-, Wdefine (2g(x)/&)y = 
(l/~)[g(-~ -t TY) - s(4 LO .I 
McCrimmon shows the following in [4]: There is a l-l correspondence 
between unital H-structures (V, j, e) and unital quadratic Jordan algebras 
(V, P, e) given by 
P(x) = Pj(X) and j(x) = [P(x)]-+. 
‘I’hc present paper generalizes this result to Jordan pairs. Axioms of a 
“formalized quasi-inverse” will be stated in terms of Q-structures. It will be 
shown that there is l-1 correspondence between Q-structures and Jordan pairs. 
As a corollary one obtains McCrimmon’s results. 
1. Q-STRUCTURES FROM JORDAN PAIRS 
Let K be a field and let I/-f, V- be finite-dimensional vector spaces over K. 
For E E { j-, -> let ,O<: Ve - Hom( V-‘, I/c) be quadratic maps. By &(a, b)c -- 
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[Qe(a T C) - PC(a) - Q,(c)]b = QE(a, c)b one gets a bilinear mapL,: I,’ :.\ L--C -+ 
End(V). I* == (V-m, 7+) together with the pair Q = (Q+. , Q_~) is a Jordan pair 
iff in all scalar extensions the following identities hold: 
&(a, 6) Q&4 = Q.(a) L(k 4, (JPlI 
-LK?&)b, 6) = &(a> LW), (JW 
Q,(Q<(4b) = Qd4 0-m Q<W (JP3) 
Now let (V, Q) be a Jordan pair. For a E P-C and b E V--E define 
&(a, b) -= ld - L,(u, 6) + Q<(a) Q,_,(6). 
Obviously B,(a, 6) belongs to End(VC). The pair (a, b) is quasi-invertible iff 
B,(a, b) is invertible. In this case, call 
qc(a, b) x [&(a, @I-‘(a - _O,(a)b) 
the quasi-inverse of (a, b). By [3, pp. 23, 261 one has 
THEOREM 1. If (V, Q) is u Jordan pair then fov a, c E l’<, b, d E V-“, and 
CL E K one has 
(a) (a, 0) is quasi-invertible for all a und 
%(a, 0) = a. (Ql) 
(b) (u, b) is quasi-invertible iff (6, u) is quasi-invertible and in this case 
qdu, 4 = a + Q&4 q--F(k 4. (Q2) 
(c) Now let (a, b) be quasi-invertible. Then one has 
(i) (a, b + d) is quasi-invertible ;fJ (q<(u, b), d) is q uusi-invertible and in this 
case 
da, b + 4 = !-&(a, b), 4, 
(ii) (a + c, b) is quasi-invertibZe iff (c, q-,(b, u)) is quasi-invertible and in 
this case 
q,(u + c, b) = qr(a, b) + VW> W’q&, q-,@, 4. (Q3) 
(d) (oiu, b) is quasi-invertible ijf (a, ap) is quasi-invertible mzd in this case 
q&u, b) = da, 4. (Q4> 
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Let K be a field and let .M be a countably infinite set of algebraically inde- 
pendent elements over K. For a finite-dimensional vector space W over K 
define W(M) = W @ K(M), 1 w rere K(M) is the quotient field of the polynomial 
ring in M. Now let Vi-, V- be finite-dimensional vector spaces over K. Let x 
be a generic element of V+ and y be a generic element of V-. Let g+(x,y), 
resp. q-(y, x), be a rational map with values in V’(M), resp. in V-(M), and let 
Hi (x, y), resp. H-(y, x), be a rational map with values in End( V+(lV)), resp. 
in End( b’(M)) (see [l, 21). Now set I7 -= (l’+, V-), q = (q+ , q-), and N = 
(II+ , H-). Motivated by the above properties of the quasi-inverse in Jordan 
pairs, we say the triple (V, q, 33) is a Q-structure iff for generically independent 
elements x’, z E I;‘F(M), y, u E V-c(M), and 7 E M the following identities hold: 
Note that as a consequence of (Q2) and (Ql) one has 
PEWI Y), -Y) = x> (QV 
and from (Q4) one has 
%(O,Y) = 0. (Q6) 
For example, if (V, Q) is a Jordan pair and one sets 
dx, Y> = PW YII-V - Q&)Y), fW> Y> = P,(x, r>l-’ 
then by Theorem 1 the triple (V, q, H) is a Q-structure. By differentiating the 
definition of qJx, y) one easily checks that the original operators QE(x) can be 
recovered from q as 
Q&q = aqgY) 1 . 
Y-+0 
2. JORDAN PAIRS FROM Q-STRUCTURES 
In the following let (V, q, H) be a Q-structure. We shall construct a Jordan 
pair, with quasi-inverse given by q. For generic elements x E V(M) and 
y E V+(M) define 
and QM = Ux> 0). 
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Obviously S,(x, y) and QJx) are elements of End(V-F(M), V(M)). One gets 
LEnTMA 2. If (V, q, H) is a Q-structure then for generically independent 
elements x, x E v(M), y, u E V+(M), and T E M one has 
%q& y) 
ax :~: H&Y, y), 
H&c, 0) = Id, (2) 
HE(x) y + u) = H,(q& y), 4 H& y), (3) 
H,(x -:- z, y) = E&(x, y) H,@, q-<(Y, x)), (4) 
f&(x, Y), -Y) f&(x, Y) -= Id, zf,(x, y) HC(-x, q-<(y, x)) =T Id> (5) 
H,(O, y) == Id, (6) 
s&T, y + u) =-= &(q& Y), 47 (7) 
S<(X, y) =- _o,(q&, Y)), (8) 
sc(x + z, y)u :zz sE(x, y)u -t H+., y) S&> q-sty> 4) H-h, 4~ 
aH,(N, y) + [ ay 1 u q&, Lb, 4 (9) 
QJGx + z)u _ OJx)u -i- QG(z)u + [ aH,(x, Y) 3 I 1 u 2, (10) 2 -O 
&(7x, y) = T2SE(.~, T,y), (11) 
Q,(TN) -=="Qc(X). (12) 
Proof. Let T be an element of M, algebraically independent from the coor- 
dinates of x, y, z (relative to bases of V+-, I’-). Because of (Q3) and (Q4) one 
obtains 
(1/7)[q,(x + 72, y) - q&x, y)l =z wh Y) 4e(% dYJ 4). 
By (Ql) one gets (1). Th e other formulas are obtained by differentiation of 
the defining identities and by specializations. 
From the formulas (10) and (12) one obtains the 
COROLLARY 3. QC: I/E -+ Hom( FE, Vs) is a quadratic map nd fey generically 
independent elements x E W(M), y, u E VC(M) one has the formula 
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-for the operatot 
NOW are we able to prove the 
‘I‘HEOREAI 4. Let (V, q, H) be a Q-structure and OF(x) == (c’q6(s,y)/c?y ]y+O .
The?z the pair (7: Q) is a Jordan pair. The pair (a, b) with a E VE, b E 7j-’ is 
quasi-invertible 18 qG(a, b) is defined and in this case the quasi-inverse of (a, b) is 
given b3 q,(u, b). 
Proof. Differentiate (Q4) with respect to 7 and then specialize T to 1. One 
derices via (8) 
In this formula one replaces x by q<(s, y) and y by -y. By (Q5) and (5) one 
concludes 
Differentiate (Q2) with respect to y, and use (8) to obtain 
!2Ze(&, Y)) = WY Y) hOE(-+ (15) 
Replace s by -x in (Q3), use (4), (6), (14) to get 
Xow on differentiates this equation with respect to x, resp. with respect to y, 
and obtains via Corollary 3 
resp. 
f&(x, y) = Id + L(x, q+(y, x)) + 0,(.x) _O-,(q-,(y, 4, (17) 
By differentiation of (15) and (18) with respect to y in the direction of u (using 
(17) to differentiate H), setting y z 0 after differentiation, one gets 
Now set 
B,(x, y) = Id - I’<(.% .Y) + ,O&) O-,(Y). 
Because of (5) (7), and (US) 
B,(s, y) =_ (H&Y, y)]-1. (W 
Using the formulas (3), (4) (15) and (18) one obtains 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
&placing u by TU in (20) and x by 1s in (21). and equating coefficients of 7, one 
derives 
and 
(23) 
(24) 
Observe that differentiating the definition of B,(x, y) leads to 
a(? Y> 24 =: --L&x, u), ijH,(X, y) - 
I@ 3.~ “c-,0 
20 = -L,(w, y). 
71-O 
Now one differentiates (23) with respect to y, resp. (24) with respect to LX, and, 
after differentiation, specializesy, resp. z, to 0. One obtains 
resp. 
L,(Q),(x)24 u) =y I&f*) v) L&G 4 - Q&) Q-,(z’, 4, (25) 
L(x, Q-dy)w’) = L&G Y) L(f4 Y) - Q&G 4 Q-c(Y). (26) 
Setting v = u = y in (25) and w = x in (26) one gets 
L&G Q-,(y)4 = -&(Q,(x)Y, Y). (JW 
Now one combines (16) and (21): 
Q&) = WG Y> Q&&, Y)) = B&G Y> Q& -k Q&4 CLXY, 4) 
= R(x, y)[Q&) + 8Xx, 844 P-,(Y> 4) + QdQ,t(x) q-h’, 41 (by (JPlN 
= J&(X, y)[Q@) + Lb q-kc 4) Q&4 + Q<(Q&) q-c(y, -91 
(by definition of B) 
= &(x, y)W,(--x, q-h, 4) - Q&4 Q-&LAY, 41 Q&> 
+ Q~Q&)~--F(Y> 41 
= Q,(x) + &(x, y>[Qt(Q<(4 q-•(y, 4) - Qd-4 Q-&b, 4) Q&Nl- 
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In this formula one replaces y by q-E(y, ---x) and obtains 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
Theorems 1 and 4 show that there is a 1-I correspondence between Jordan 
pairs (J-, Q) and Q-structures (V, 9, H) given by 
q&i 39 -= [B&, ?,)I-‘(~ - O,(f)?‘), 
3. H-STHITCTURES 
Let K be an infinite field, let I- be a finite-dimensional vector space over K, 
and let J’I be a countably infinite set of algebraically independent elements 
over K. Let j: V --j V be a birational map of I/, homogeneous of degree -1. 
For a generic element x’ E J-(M) d sfi t ne P,(x) = -[Zj(j(s)~Fx]--l. Note that one 
has the following formulas: 
P,(r)j(x) =: x (by Euler’s equation), (27) 
I’,(x) Pji-.l(j(x)) = q-l(j(x)) q(x) = Id (by the chain rule). (28) 
By [4] one has the following: 
I,FIILJA 5. Let j be a birational function of I*, homogeneous of degree --I, and 
let x, y be generically independent elements of I’. Then the following conditions are 
equi~aletit : 
P,(x)y :: x -j-Q(x) - j(j-l(y) -- s)), ( w 
Pj(x)j(x -f~ ?I) -1 j-‘(j(x) + j(y)) :-= .T, (H’) 
j(x + y) f j(x L pj(.x) j(y)) = j(x). WY 
The pair (V, j) is an H-structure iff (H) is saatisfied. The triple (V, j, e) with 
e E J’ is a unital H-structure iff (V, j) is an H-structure and Pj(e) I= Id. (In this 
casei == e is a consequence of (26) (see [4]).) From (H”) it follows that (V,j-i) 
is an H-structure if (V, j) is an H-structure. 
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Let ( Cr,j) be an H-structure. One wishes to construct a g-structure from this. 
For generically independent elements x, y of I’ and E E { +I, -1) define 
q<(x, J*) j-<(f(x) - y) and ~~<(T 21) z Pj,(jHY)) pj-&,(?.> x)). 
Setting W = (V, I,‘) one checks easily that the triple (W, y, II) satisfies (Ql), 
(Q2), and (Q4). It remains to verify (Q3). N ow one replaces y by j+(q-,(y, x)) 
in (H”) and obtains 
Pj'jt(X) q-c(y, X) z ffr(X, y) - X. (29) 
Multiply this formula with Pj_c(jt(X)) and use (27), (28) to get 
I-‘,-,(j’(x)) q&v, y) = .j(x) A q-s(y) x). (30) 
Kow let x’, y, z be generically independent. One gets by definition of H, 
E I-‘jC(jm’(Yv>> pj-C(K~(?‘t ‘1) 9,tz, q-,(3’? ‘1) 
-= Pj,(j-f(Y))[q-,(g-,(Y, -VI, 2) - Y-,(3?, X)1 
== PJj- Wk,(3’, s -t 2) - q-,(3’, 4
:= q&x L 2, y) - q&Y, y), 
(bli (29)) 
(by (Q4) 
(by (30)) 
which is (Q3). This means, the triple (LV, q, H) is a @structure. Bv definition 
of Pjf one has 
Because of Theorem 4, W together with (I’, , Pjel) is a Jordan pair. Since K is 
infinite, there exists an element e of I,- with det(Pj(e)) +. 0. For a generic 
element x of I’ define 
C-,(x) 7 P,(.x) Pj--,(j(e)) := Pj(x)[Pj(e)]--I, 
i”‘](X) ~. [ U,(x)]-lx. and ,jl’l = P,(e)j. 
By [3, p. 71, ( PS, C.e , e) is a unital quadratic Jordan algebra. Therefore it follows 
that (IT, it’ 1, e) is a unital H-structure (see [4]). 2 stow one has itel(x) == [I~~.(.L)]~-‘x := 
Pi(e)[Pj(.v)]-lx :m= Pj(e) j(x) = jrpl(x). If (T7,j, ) e is a unital H-structure, then 
r, = P, . Hence we have proved 
THEOREM 6. (a) ff (V, j) is un If-structure and e E V with det(P,(e)) ,k 0, 
then (li, j[‘l, e) is a unital El-structure. 
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(b) If (V, j, e) is a unital H-structure, then (V, Pj , e) is a unital quadratic 
Jordan algebra and j is involutorial. a E V is invertible in (V, Pj , e) ;fJ j(a) is 
defined and in this case j(a) is the inverse of a in (V, Pi , e). 
Thus the main result of [4] on H-structures can be deduced from the results 
on Q-structures. 
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